
 

Waste Mate Trash Bag Installation and Cleaning Instructions 
Installing the Trash Bag 

1. Step on and hold the foot pedal to raise and hold the Waste Mate lid open. 
2. Raise both bag loops about 30 degrees. 
3. Place the trash bag in the Waste Mate between the bag loops. 
4. Wrap the trash bag around on top of both bag loops. 
5. Lower the bag loops (with the bag wrapped around the loops) to secure the trash bag in the 

Waste Mate. 
6. Release the foot pedal to lower the lid.  
7. Your Waste Mate is ready to use. 

 
Removing the Trash Bag 

1. Step on and hold the foot pedal to raise and hold the Waste Mate lid open. 
2. Raise both bag loops and unwrap the trash bag from the bag loops. 
3. Lift the trash bag from the Waste Mate and secure closed with twist-ties or other means. 
4. Install a new trash bag following the steps above. 

Cleaning Your Waste Mate 
• When cleaning, only use a damp soft cloth or a plastic scouring pad for a cleaning cloth. 
• Use a neutral dish soap or a mild non-abrasive detergent and lukewarm water. 
• Do not use acetone, paint thinner, or other volatile solvents for cleaning. 
• Do not use things that will scratch the surface, such as steel pads, wire brushes, and scrapers. 
• For hard-to-clean spots, use standard household/vinyl cleansers and a soft bristle brush on 

troublesome spots or stains. Pre-soak heavy, dried-on soil if needed. 
• If used in food preparation areas, clean frequently to avoid build-up. 
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Waste Mate Trash Bag Installation and Cleaning Instructions 
This instruction sheet is for use with the following Waste Mate Plastic Trash Can models:  
WM-8BEG WM-8BLK WM-8BLU WM-8GRN WM-8GRY WM-8RED WM-8WHT WM-8YEL 
WM-13BEG WM-13BLK WM-13BLU WM-13GRN WM-13GRY WM-13RED WM-13WHT WM-13YEL 
WM-18BEG WM-18BLK WM-18BLU WM-18GRN WM-18GRY WM-18RED WM-18WHT WM-18YEL 
WM-24BEG WM-24BLK WM-24BLU WM-24GRN WM-24GRY WM-24RED WM-24WHT WM-24YEL 
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